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Abstract. People mainly organize their experience as a kind of nar-
ratives. Story generated from user’s information in mobile environment
can help share his experience with other people and recall his meaning-
ful memory. In this paper, we propose a method that generates a story
with Petri net and user contexts. In order to verify the usefulness of the
proposed method, we show an example of generating user’s experience
to story with user context in mobile environment. Comparison of user’s
report and generated story confirms the validity of the automatic story
generation.

1 Introduction

People mainly organize their experience as a form of narratives such as stories,
excuses, myths, and so on [1]. They tends to relate their meaningful memory
with events in a story. They can easily understand causality between events by
organizing experience into familiar narratives. It is human ability that David
Blair and Tom Meyer call “Narrative Intelligence”[2]. As people that have mo-
bile device with diverse functions increase, it is getting stored more and more
information in it. If the information in mobile device is organized to story, it
can be used to share his experience with other people, and recall his meaningful
memory.

Generally, there are three kinds of approaches for story generation: character
based approach, script based approach, and intermediate approach [4]. In char-
acter based approach, characters in a story are implemented as autonomous,
intelligent agents. Characters in story interact with other characters or external
environment. Story is naturally generated from the interactions. Characters can
choose their own action with their goals, emotions and perceptions of environ-
ment,which are continually updated by their own and other agents’ actions. In
other words, the story is based on actions that are autonomously performed by
the characters in a bottom up fashion. In script based story generation, charac-
ters have no autonomy and intelligence. They also cannot affect story directly. It
is designed by story designer or author. A general disadvantage of script based
story is lacking diversity of story. Branching scripts can solve this problem. The
choice of branches is made by the user. However, the diversity of story is still lim-
ited. Intermediate approach has basic scripted plot, and characters have limited
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autonomy in the plot. This means that there are some pre-specified branches in
the story and characters must select one branch among them.

Among the three kinds of approaches, script based approach is selected in
this paper. In real life, user’s log in a mobile device is massive and difficult to
understand. Also, there are too many variables, such as user’s goal, emotion,
state and other people or extra environment, to consider story generation using
character based approaches. Therefore, it is advantageous to use pre-described
scripts for creating coherent, causal story from massive but limited data. We use
Petri net for script representation, which is appropriate solution for modeling real
world and particularly such systems that are of interest for computer science,
physics, and sociology [5]. Petri net is used to represent non-linear story line
that changes as a user’s intervention [6]. Petri net is appropriate for expressing
changeable story from user context, and modeling the effect of events to other
events causally.

In this paper, we propose a method that generates a story with Petri net
and user contexts. In order to show the probability of the proposed method,
we make the example of generating user’s experience to story with user context
from mobile device.

2 Related Works

2.1 Story Generation

Story graph is a branching story structure: a directed graph of nodes connected
by arcs that represent user choices [7]. A node in story graph is a story fragment,
which is an event sequence, and coonected to the other node by arc which repre-
sents story branch. User’s action in the branch decides next story fragment. This
process is looped until no more story branch exists. Every possible path through
the graph represents a story. In story graph, user should select limited action
among story branches. If user does not select the candidates of story branch, the
process of generating story stops and abnormally terminates.

Narrative mediation is to generate a linear story structure that represents
the most appropriate story [7]. The linear story structure includes actions that
the user should perform. Narrative mediation has expressive power as much as
acyclic story graph and merits for expressing detailed story branches. First of
all, narrative mediation designs the ideal story structure. It is possible that user
performs an exceptional action that interferes with the ideal story structure.
When an exception occurs, the system can prevent the exceptional action from
interfering with the story structure or incorporate the exceptional action into
the story and generating a new linear story structure that is not threatened by
the exception. In narrative mediation, ideal story always exists and it is difficult
to design many different stories beginning from one ideal story.

2.2 Petri Net

Petri net is a proper method for modeling a system that contains asynchronous
elements [8]. The elements in Petri net are causally connected, which represent
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relationships of events and conditions. Petri net contains the set of place (P ),
set of transition (T ), input function (I) and output function (O). Input function
(I) means relationships between transition tj and the set of places, which is
represented as I(tj). Output function (O) means relationships between transition
tj and the set of places, which is represented as O(tj).

PetriNet = (P, T, I, O) (1)

P = (p1, p2, p3, . . . , pn), n ≥ 0 (2)

T = t1, t2, t3, . . . , tm, m ≥ 0 (3)

I : P → T∞ (4)

O : T → P∞ (5)

Table 1 shows the names and functions of the elements in Petri net. Place
(P ) is a form of circle, transition (T ) is a form of black rectangle and I and O
are a form of line with arrows. Finally, token is expressed as points in place (P ),
which represents the current status of the system. Figure 1 shows the example of

Table 1. Name and description of the Petri net elements

Name Description
Place (P ) Status or condition of event
Transition (T ) Happening of event
Edge (E) Relationship between P and T

Token Current status of the system

Fig. 1. An example of Petri net
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the system using Petri net. If all input places connected with a transition have
tokens, it can be fired. When the transition is fired, the tokens are disappeared
in input places and generated in the output places. For an example, in Figure 1,
transition t1 can be fired. When t1 is fired, a token in place p1 is disappeared.
The output places of t1, and places p1 and p2 have tokens. As a result, after t1
is fired, p1 and p2 get to have tokens respectively.

3 Proposed Method

In order to generate a story about human, we first collect his raw data from
mobile device. Second, the collected raw data are converted to meaningful infor-
mation. In this paper, raw log data from mobile devices are converted to user
contexts, which are user’s actions or emotions extracted by processing raw data
[3]. Finally, story should be generated from the contexts.

In this paper, user contexts are user’s actions or emotions derived from various
log using mobile devices such as GPS log, SMS, Call history, Photos taken,
music listened, weather, and so on. We extract the user contexts according to
the probabilities using modular Bayesian networks [3].

3.1 Basic Definitions

In this paper, event, user’s action or experience, is basic component of plot. A
plot is a set of events arranged temporarily or causally and has a main event

Fig. 2. System overview
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Table 2. Classification and examples of event

Classification Examples

leisure/traveling/viewing sports, traveling, playing, hunting, dancing,
drama, playing instruments, etc

work/school/army
retirement, vacation, absence, entrance, gradua-
tion, business, enter the army, discharge from the
military service

living/household/trade
decoration, meal, bath, shopping, rest, cleaning,
washing up, etc

association/negotiation/promise visit, farewell, reconciliation, break of friendship,
/quarrel/social intercourse competition, request, invitation, etc
religion worship, a prayer, etc
ceremonies marriage, divorce, a funeral, etc

Fig. 3. The conceptual structure of a plot

in the center of it. The main event of the plot is related to user’s experience or
action derived from user contexts. The story is defined as a temporal sequence
of plots. It is the abstraction of the daily life. Table 2 shows the summary of the
events or actions that can be used in the story.

3.2 Plot Structure

User’s contexts are fragments of daily life. It is not appropriate to enumerate
them for story generation. In general, event can be affected by previous event or
condition. Plot is a short story that has a main event and sub-events. Main events
related to the contexts should be supported by sub-events, previous or posterior
events. This gives causality and coherence to the story. Therefore, user’s context
cannot be expressed as one event, but as a plot, a causal sequence of events. In
some cases, the result of a plot can affect the other plots. The system should be
able to pass the result of a plot to other plots. Figure 3 shows the conceptual
structure of the plot.
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Table 3. Elements of Petri net for story generation

Picture Name Function

place Condition causally required by action or event
Result or status after the event

transition User’s action or event

arc (edge)
Link between places and transitions
Representation of input or output functions which
connect user’s action and status

token
Representation of current status of story
It used to pass result of current plot to posterior plots

Fig. 4. A conceptual structure of the plot

3.3 Representation of Plot Using Petri Net

Petri net is used to represent the plot, which can clearly represent temporal
and causal relationship of events and the connection between user’s context
and the main event. It is also naturally represented to pass the result of plot
by transferring tokens from a plot to other. Table 3 shows the functions of
component of Petri net in plot representation.

Figure 4 is an example of plot represented by Petri net. In Figure 4, generating
story starts with inserting a token at the initial place in the plot. Main event
needs user’s context. The result of previous plot changes the flow of story in
current plot. Because the result of the previous plot changes the current flow of
story, the whole story can be changed by user’s previous experience. Finally, the
result of current plot is represented by inserting tokens in result place.

Here, place can be departmentalized to user context, result of event, condition
of event, result of plot and condition of selecting an event. Typical Petri net treats
these various roles as place, but we create additional elements for them as shown
in Table 4.
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Table 4. Additional elements of Petri net for story generation

Name Role Explanation

Core user context User context connected to
main event of a plot

Branch
condition of selecting
an event

Branch determines which event can
run by the result of previous plot

Status result of plot Status stores the result of a plot
and delivers it to the next plot

Place result and condition
of event

Represents result and condition
of events

Fig. 5. The selection of plots and story generation

3.4 Plot Selection and Story Generation

The whole process of story generation consists of 3 stages. First stage is selection
of plots, which depends on user contexts. Selected plots are arranged according to
temporal sequence. Second stage is to process plots. Each selected plot extracts
events related to user contexts and previous plots. Third stage is to generate
story. The sequence of events is a story that represents user’s daily life. After
all, story generation is done by selection, arrangement and processing of plots.
Figure 5 shows the whole process of story generation related to user’s context.

Figure 6 shows the process of event extraction in a plot. It starts at check-
ing the current state of the plot. The state is expressed by allocation of tokens
in places of the plot. Current state represents the condition of running events
and determines which event can occur in the plot. If several events can run at
the same time, one event is selected by the priority of events which is determined
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Fig. 6. Flow of Plot Processing

beforehand. After running an event, the state is changed by the effect of the
event. This process is repeated until any event cannot run.

4 Experimental Results

4.1 Experimental Environment

In this paper, mobile logs are used to select plots and generate a story. They
are collected from three undergraduate students for two weeks [1]. The whole
system is developed by Visual C++ 6.0 in Windows XP Professional.

4.2 Experimental Setup

We make some plots to generate a story from user’s contexts. Table 5 shows the
kinds of plots for experiment and the requirements of selection of plots, the result
of the previous plots for change of current story, and the result of the current
plots. In this experiment, ‘going out’ and ‘homecoming’ are always selected plots
for ease of experiment. Story starts at ‘going out’ and ends at ‘homecoming’.

4.3 Results

Figure 7 is a generated story from a day for one user. The story is stored in
XML file format. The story in Figure 7 is the result of arrangement with ‘going
out,’ ‘meeting,’ ‘eating out,’ ‘shopping,’ ‘taking a cup of tea,’ and ‘homecoming’
plots. The result of ‘meeting’ is ‘meeting with friends’, which affects ‘eating out’
and ‘taking a cup of tea’ plots. The system generated the stories, ‘eating out
with friends’ and ‘taking a cup of tea with friends’. However, ‘shopping’ plot has
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Table 5. Plots used for experiment

Plot Context Branch Result
going out - - -

cheerful conversa-
tion by telephone

cheerful conversa-
tion by telephone

-
talking over the
telephone with a
friend

meeting meeting - meeting with
friends

taking a cup of
tea

taking a cup of
tea

meeting with
friends

-

eating out eating out meeting with
friends

-

shopping shopping - -
homecoming - - -

<landmark name=“get up” />
<landmark name=“washing up” />
<landmark name=“going out” />
<landmark name=“meeting with friends” />
<landmark name=“go to restaurant” />
<landmark name=“eating out with friends” />
<landmark name=“go to shopping center” />
<landmark name=“shopping” />
<landmark name=“go to cafe” />
<landmark name=“taking a cup of tea with friends” />
<landmark name=“homecoming” />

Fig. 7. The result XML file of story generation

Table 6. Comparison with user’s experience and selected plot

Time Place Experience Plot
07:30 home get up going out
08:45 bus stop take a bus going out
09:15 engineering college attending class -
11:00 cafeteria meal -
12:00 eating house treating a junior a meal -
13:30 auditorium club activity meeting
20:00 restaurant a dinner with club members eating out
21:10 Baskin Robbins 31 eating icecream taking a cup of tea
22:00 home homecoming homecoming

no story branch that could be affected by ‘meeting friends’, and ‘shopping with
friends’ cannot be generated.

Table 6 is the comparison of the generated story and user’s real life. ‘taking
lessons’ or ‘common eating’ are not candidates of plot in the system. ‘treating
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Fig. 8. The results for subjective test

a junior a meal’ is not extracted from user’s context. It is granted that they are
not discovered in the generated story. In the case of ‘shopping’, it is contained
in the generated story, but user did not experience it. User’s contexts related to
‘shopping’ is extracted incorrectly.

4.4 Evaluation

We perform subjective test to evaluate the proposed method. After 6 generated
stories and collected log data are shown to 9 subjects, following questions are
requested.

– Does story show his life well?
– Does story coincide with his visited places?
– Does story coincide with his photographs?

Score of evaluation is between 1(very bad) and 5(very good). Figure 8(a)
shows the result of first question. It represents the fitness between story and log
data. Figure 8(b) shows second evaluation of the coincidence between story and
visited places. Final evaluation shows the fitness between story and photographs
in Figure 8(c).

5 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we have attempted to generate a story from user contexts. Here,
story is defined as a causal sequence of user experienced events or actions. In
order to make plots from user’s context collected by mobile device, we have
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proposed a modeling method based on Petri net. To show the possibility of the
proposed method, we generated a story from collection of mobile log data.

The result of comparison with user’s report and generated story shows many co-
incidences except for extracting user’s context inaccurately or having no scripted
plot for user’s context. Addition of the sensor device and increasing the number of
kinds of contexts is required to reflect the user’s experience in the generated story.
The increase of accuracy of the contexts is needed for the coincidence with plot
and experience. Also, adding many plots is required to reflect many real events,
which might help to show more detailed story. Finally, the evaluation of the story
is required to evaluate the appropriateness of the story with user.
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IITA-2007-(C1090-0701-0046).
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